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THE SCTE TAGLINE

Essential Knowledge for Cable ProfessionalsTm

SCTE’s tagline is a succinct, memorable slogan that clearly symbolizes the organiza-
tion’s image, products and services, summarizes what it represents, and emphasizes the main benefits 
to better connect individuals to its brand. 

With a member network spanning thousands of professionals across the United States, Canada, and 70 countries worldwide 
through over 75 chapters and meeting groups, SCTE has guided the cable telecommunications industry for more than 40 
years. It is the proud owner of SCTE Cable-Tec Expo®, the industry’s engineering show of the year, and many other education 
based, industry-wide events. Focused on providing technical solutions, all SCTE programs and individual benefits of member-
ship are targeted at providing technical, expert knowledge to advance the cable telecommunications industry and make its 
professionals more successful. 

For professionals, SCTE has education and training, certifications, specialized resources, and other career development ben-
efits for every level in the industry and provides necessary tools that develop and improve technical cable expertise to make 
individuals more professional.

For companies and organizations, SCTE offers educational programs and partnerships that enhance the careers of techni-
cal employees, which means more efficient systems, economic benefits and an improved customer experience to strengthen 
business growth and prosperity. Collaboration and consensus between members of the SCTE Standards Programs develop 
knowledge benchmarks for technical specifications and best practices to systematically support cable telecommunications 
technology. Additional SCTE corporate membership and marketing opportunities allow businesses to align themselves with 
supporting SCTE’s knowledge base and communicate their position to grow.

SCTE builds knowledge by connecting members from cable operators, vendors, and affiliated groups through a wide-range 
of programs and events that strengthen relationships and promote technology-focused thought leadership. SCTE leads the 
industry through initiatives aimed at improving the quality of work performed and advancing technology to increase efficien-
cies as well as diversifying and sustaining the industry as a whole. SCTE also organizes and promotes its members’ strengths, 
presents opportunities for recognition and supports the future growth of the cable telecommunications industry. 

All SCTE assets, programs and benefits are driven by the goal to serve professionals with the information that is essential to 
their success. This knowledge is developed and dispersed through the benefits of SCTE membership:

    + Technical Education & Training 
    + Professional Certifications 
    + Publications & Education Resources 
    + Knowledge & Information Resources 
    + Conferences & Networking Events 
    + Member Discounts & Services 
    + Industry Initiatives & Leadership

When quickly and clearly describing the key values that SCTE provides the cable telecommunications industry, it is most  
effectively stated as—SCTE: Essential Knowledge for Cable Professionals. 

Learn more about SCTE programs and member benefits at www.scte.org.


